Logo

Brewery
Lost and
Grounded

Drink name
Running
with
spectres

Percentages Description
6.8%
A special black
beer that is a
hoppier version
of a Baltic porter
with a rich,
strong, smooth
taste.

Price
£7.20
£5.76

Titanic
Brewery

Plum Porter

4.9%

This porter is a
rich roasted beer
with the add
flavouring of
plum.

£4.90
£3.92

Magic Rock

Dark Arts

6%

£4.90
£3.92

Tiny Rebel

Stay Puft

5.2%

Brass Castle

Bad Kitty

5.5%

Magic Rock’s
dark art’s is a
dark rich bitter
stout with a hint
of chocolate and
zingy berries.
Stay putf is a
sweet, roasted
marshmallow
porter that still
has the qualities
of a proper dark
ale.
Try this robust
dark porter with
enhanced flavour
of coffee and
vanilla.

Siren craft
Brew

Broken
Dream

6.5%

£5.90
£4.72

Still water

Big Bunny

8%

Bosteels

Tripel
Karmeliet

8.4%

Breakfast stout
with complex
flavour. Notes
and aromas of
coffee, chocolate
and oats.
A imperial
chocolate stout
with a light
bitterness and a
decadent coca
sweetness..
Tripel karmeliet
is a three grain
Belgian. With
wheat, oat and
barley also is
100% natural.

£5.10
£4.08

£5.50
£4.40

SOLD
OUT

SOLD
OUT

Hardywood

Singel

6.2%

Dupont

Saison
Dupont

6.5%

Brasserie
Lefebvre

Blanche
Bruxelles

4.5%

A Belgian style
blond ale that is
unfiltered,
unpasteurized
and uninhabited.
A fruity and
tropical tasted
with a dry finish.
Saison is best
described as a
lively, zesty and
super refreshing
Belgian. With
aromas of bread,
citrus, spice and
hops.
With light floral
notes, citrus
zest, lemon and
orange with a
dry aftertaste

SOLD
OUT

SOLD
OUT

£4.90
£3.92

Beerbliotek

A Passion for
gingers

3.8%

Passion for
ginger is full of
ginger and
passion fruit
flavours with
aromas with a
sour finish.

SOLD
OUT

Siren Craft
Brew

Snake legs

8.6%

£6.60
£5.28

Buxton
Brewery

Trolltunga

6.3%

A saison with a
punch packed
with rhubarb,
bay leaf and
Maldon sea
salt all pulled
together with
chinook and
comet hops.
A gooseberry
sour IPA. Lip
puckering
goodness.

Amundsen
Brewery

Lush

5.3%

A rich sour
berry
explosions.
This pink sour
is full of
raspberries
and tangy lime

£6.00
£4.80

SOLD
OUT

flavours.
A saison with a £5.20
twist using dry £4.16
hops with
Nelson Sauvin.
Flavours of
grape and
gooseberry
with a light and
effervescent
mouthfeel.

Good Things
Brewing Co.

Saison

5%

North
Brewing Co.

Sour IPA

6%

Sour IPA
brewed in
collaboration
with Vessel
Bottle Shop.

£7.50
£6.00

Wiper and
True

Berliner
Weisse

4%

SOLD
OUT

Beerbliotek

Whoop Ass –
Berliner
Weisse

3.5%

This Berliner
Weisse
combines a
traditional
kettle sour
with a malt
base. Notes of
orange peel
and bitter
cranberries.
Open up a can
of Whoop Ass!
Berliner
Weisse with
Orange peel.

Amundsen
Brewery

Ink and dagger

6.5%

£5.90
£4.72

Tiny Rebel

Club
Tropicana

5.5%

A modern day
IPA brewed
with a Pilsner
malt. A citrus
aroma with a
tropical fruit
flavour and a
hoppy finish.
A golden hazy
IPA full of
tropical
flavours and
notes of
mango and
pineapple.

£5.20
£4.16

£5.20
£4.16

Magic Rock
Brewing

Cannonball

7.4%

North Brewing
co.

Tunnels if LA

6.9%

Tiny Rebel

Peaches and
Cream

5.5%

Magic Rock
Brewing

Fantasma

6.5%

Amundsen
Brewery

Hopbliminal
Messages

5.3%

This IPA is big
on hops big
on flavour.
Using newworld hops to
create notes
of pine, citrus
fruits and
even grass.
West coast
IPA with a
sharp notes of
grapefruit and
lemon zest
meets notes
of pineapple
and orange. A
crisp wellbalanced IPA
with a
pleasant
bitterness.
This IPA is full
of creamy
peaches with
notes of
tropical
peach. Pours
orange and
hazy.
A fruit filled
Gluten free
IPA is full of
mango
flavours and
aromas
perfectly
drinkable.
New England
IPA with a full
body. Super
refreshing
and filled with
tropical
goodness
with hint of
mango
pineapple
notes.

£6.40
£5.12

£8
£6.40

£5.20
£4.16

£5.90
£4.72

£5.90
£4.72

Siren

Irish

7.4%

Wee Heavy
Strong Ale
Barrel Aged
with Coffee

£7.10
£5.68

Big Drop
Brewing co.

Pale Ale

0.5%

To drink not to
be drunk. A
pale with flour
aromas with a
limey citrus
bite on the
plate and a
balanced by
bitter finish.

£3.90
£3.12

Big Drop
Brewing co.

Stout

0.5%

A milk stout
you will never
forgot with the
taste of rich
honeycomb
covered in
chocolate.

£3.90
£3.12

Lucky Saint

Lucky Saint

0.5%

A lager with a
punchy pilsner
malt and fresh
hallertau hops.

£3.90
£3.12

Cotswold
Cider Co.

Sweet
Cheeks

4%

Medium
Blackberry &
Elderberry
Cider

£4.80
£3.84

Yore

Sparkling
Mead

4%

What’s mead?
Its booze made
from honey.
Vikings drank it
so..

£5.50
£4.40

Ciders & Stuff

